Stone Adzes Hong Kong Illustrated Typology
the origin and development of neolithic cultures in hong kong - stepped adzes and more ground stone
implements, some of which could be used for initial cultivation (fu 2006). (2) settlement patterns to date, more
than two hundred archaeological sites have been identified in hong kong (amo 2007), some of them had been
continuously occupied, but others were not (figure 2), showing both cultural continuity and discontinuity in this
region. the majority of ... piecing together sha po - muse.jhu - piecing together sha po atha, mick, yip,
kennis published by hong kong university press, hku atha, mick & yip, kennis. piecing together sha po:
archaeological investigations and landscape reconstruction. e21dd, page 1-11 @ normalize - yearbook carving tools and polished implements that included adzes, rings and slotted rings. the artefacts provide
valuable data for the study of the stone-working technology of hong kong’s neolithic inhabitants. to save the
archaeological heritage from being destroyed by the impending construction of roads, a team of experts from
hong kong and the mainland dug up a site in sha ha, also in sai kung ... on a wednesday morning, i made
my way to the antiquities ... - hong kong in familiar places and places with names i have never heard of.
surprisingly i even found a site located just several miles away from my old home! the discovery experience
was like marking spots on a treasure map. late neolithic site in the extreme northwest of the new ... late neolithic site in the extreme northwest of the new territories, hong kong received 29 july 1966 t. n. chiu*
and m. k. woo** s the site the digging stick - archaeologysa - she wrote a monograph on the stone adzes
of hong kong. voi16(2) august 1999 home leave to south africa in 1974 found her joining a natal museum
rescue team working at the now submerged oriel shelter on the thukela river. when she returned to live here in
1977 she steeped herself in matters archaeological and, the following year, undertook the first phase of a
major survey of drakensberg rock ... prehistoric cultural contact between the philippines and ... - figure
4 the comparison of the stone barkcloth beaters unearthed in the philippines and other circum-south china sea
areas. 1. unearthed from fu tei wan, hong kong 2. unearthed from longxue, zhongshan, guangdong 3.
unearthed from preliminary report on a site at sham wan, lamma island ... - adzes, andbothslotted and
complete rings, and involves stone material from various parts ofhong kong, consisting principally ofslate and
shale for the knives, quartz and dolerite for the rings, and a variety of fine-grainedvolcanics for theadzes and
coexistence in prehistoric guangdong, south china - 4-1 chapter 4 coexistence in prehistoric guangdong,
south china tracey l.-d. lu (in co-existence and cultural transmission in east asia, published by left coast in
2011, id hong kong 2007 - history - yearbook - hong kong opened a new chapter in its eventful history at
the stroke of midnight on june 30, 1997 when it rejoined mainland china from which it had been separated for
more than 150 years. mick atha and kennis yip - hkupressu - figure 6 later neolithic stone adzes for wood
cutting and shaping 53 figure 7 later neolithic tool, weapon, and ornament manufacture 55 figure 8 later
neolithic spindle whorls 55 foragers, ﬁshers and farmers: origins of the taiwanese ... - polished stone
adzes, pottery forms with decoration by incision and coarse cord-marking, and ornaments of shark teeth and
other materials were shared across the taiwan strait at this time (hung 2008). progress of licences issued
from september to october 2008 - page 2 of annex d progress of licences issued from september to
october 2008 ref. licensee project progress aab/66/2007-08 mr. ng wai hung to conduct archaeological
investigation for hong kong coastal landforms and archaeology in the hong kong author ... - hong
kong's first archaeologist professor j. l. shellshear (in a letter to john walden dated october 27, 1952), 'before
discovering the richness of the sand banks' — a bitter-sweet event occasioned by the destruction of many
deposits by commercial sand merchants.
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